Strong flatness properties are established for a large class of functional-analytic rings includig all C*-algebras. This is later used to prove that all those rings satisfy excision in Hochschlld and in cyclic homoogy over almost arbitrary rings of coefficients and that, for stable C*-algebras, the Hochschild and cyclic homology groups defined over an arbitrary coefficient ring k C C of complex numbers (e.g., k = Z or 0) vanish in all dimensions.
Left universally flat rings are defined in a similar way. A ring will be referred to as universally flat if it is both left and right universally flat. Since A is left universally flat ifand only if the opposite ring A0P is right universally flat, we shall usually consider only one of the two properties.
With every k-algebra structure k --HomAA(A, A) on A, where k denotes a commutative unital ring, one can associate the Hochschild homology groups HH*(A/k) and the cyclic homology groups HC*(A/k) of the k-algebra A, cf., e.g., section 4 of ref. 1. Our first theorem establishes a connection between the universal flatness and the excision In other words, for all subrings k of C, the Hochschild and cyclic homology groups over k of an arbitrary C*-algebra vanish in all dimensions.
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A special case of Theorem 4 corresponding to k = C has already been proved in ref. 9 where it was also proved that the continuous Hochschild and cyclic homology groups of stable C*-algebras vanish too:
HHcnt(B) = HC cont(B) = 0. 
